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183 of 191 review helpful Two thirds of a good book 3 5 stars By Ashutosh S Jogalekar This book by Berkeley 
physicist Richard Muller is a combination of very interesting and disappointing The main goal of the book is to 
provide an overview of a new theory of the generation of time that Muller has proposed According to Muller just like 
space expands as the universe expands so does time Thus when the Big Bang occurred ldquo Now rdquo is a simple 
yet elusive concept You are reading the word ldquo now rdquo right now But what does that mean What makes the 
ephemeral moment ldquo now rdquo so special Its enigmatic character has bedeviled philosophers priests and modern 
day physicists from Augustine to Einstein and beyond Einstein showed that the flow of time is affected by both 
velocity and gravity yet he despaired at his failure to explain the mean com An Best Book of September 2016 Are you 
ready to have your mind blown The topic of time and the theory of relativity sounds well merely theoretical until you 
realize upon reading Now that our GPS satellites have to compensate 
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